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Abstract: Design Thinking (DT) is a concept that promises increased innovativeness through a more user-centered ap-
proach. DT offers a mindset, working spaces, and techniques to support the generation of ideas and transform
those into solutions. However, the selection of DT techniques is a complex endeavor since it needs to take into
account the problem context and nature, user profile, among other characteristics. In addition, little is known
about how do professionals make their selection. This paper reports on a focus group study with profession-
als working in software development. We used the Cynefin framework combined with the Double Diamond
model to explore the process of selection of DT techniques for hypothetical scenarios. We found that the
professionals need to respect the default domain to set their strategies and allow insights to emerge.

1 INTRODUCTION

Design Thinking (DT) groups a set of practices in-
spired by Design principles, using empathy and cre-
ativity to meet user needs and achieve goals (Weigel,
2015). DT offers a mindset, working spaces, and
techniques to support the generation of ideas and
transform those into solutions (Lindberg et al., 2011).

DT models, techniques, and frameworks (e.g.,
InnoDev, which combines DT with Scrum (Do-
brigkeit et al., 2017)) have been proposed as mech-
anisms to support software development. For in-
stance, Requirements Engineering is a discipline that
explores DT to qualify the problem understanding and
propose desirable solutions (Hehn and Uebernickel,
2018). However, using DT in software development
configures a complex nature activity. It involves dif-
ferent stakeholders, multidisciplinary mindsets, and
pressure for results generated by the competitive mar-
ket (Hehn et al., 2020; de Paula et al., 2020).

The endeavor to select techniques to use through
DT that fit the problem scenario and nature, user pro-
file, stakeholder perspectives, and software team ca-
pabilities, to mention a few characteristics, is a com-
plex task (Brenner and Uebernickel, 2016). Teams
with little or no knowledge about DT may use tech-
niques that are not suitable for their context or might
not know the extent of what each technique or their
combination has to offer (Souza et al., 2020). Parizi

et al. (2020) identified that the selection of techniques
is challenging even for experienced professionals.

DT techniques selection involves a process of
choosing a subset of techniques from a set of alter-
natives based on a given criterion, and little is known
about how do professionals make their DT techniques
selection in software development, the long-term goal
of this research is to characterize the decision making
process of such selection to later provide computer-
based support to it. Specifically, this paper reports on
an exploratory focus group study that aimed to iden-
tify which techniques software engineers and design-
ers working in software development would choose
to solve hypothetical scenarios. We sought to answer
the following research question: How do designers
and software engineers select techniques to support
the use of Design Thinking in software development?.

By using the Cynefin framework (Snowden and
Boone, 2007) to inspire the definition of each of the
scenarios and the Double Diamond model (Council,
2020), we learned that the professionals need to re-
spect the default domain to set their strategies and al-
low insights to emerge. They also need to be aware
that this domain change, depending on their decisions.
Therefore, this paper brings the following contribu-
tions: i) exploration of the DT techniques selection in
software development, ii) the viewpoint of designers
and software engineers, and iii) usage of the Cynefin
and Double Diamond to frame our study.
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2 DESIGN THINKING
TECHNIQUES SELECTION IN
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

DT can be defined from 3 perspectives (Brenner et al.,
2016): (i) as a mindset, DT is focused on a strong
orientation to discover the obvious and hidden cus-
tomers’ and users’ needs and prototype the possible
solutions; (ii) as a process, DT is composed of a
micro-process in an innovation process and a macro-
process in prototypes that must fulfill defined require-
ments and; (iii) as a toolbox, DT refers to applying
numerous techniques (e.g., personas, brainstorming)
from design, software engineering and psychology to
explore and solve the problem-at-hand.

Literature reports a plethora of DT models (Park
and McKilligan, 2018). One of the most well-known
is the Double Diamond model (Tschimmel, 2012)
which abstracts 2 main spaces: the problem space and
the solution space. The first diamond (problem space)
comprises the Discover space, representing the initial
divergent phase where new opportunities and insights
are sought and the Define space, which marks the con-
solidation of insights and looks to converge on ideas.
The second diamond (solution space) is composed of
the Develop space, representing the development of
potential solutions for the identified ideas, and the
Deliver space, which aims at the convergence into a
solution upon validation. Although DT models such
as the Double Diamond help conceptualize the under-
standing and solution proposal processes, these ab-
stract working spaces require using a set of techniques
to transform ideas into actions and results. Therefore,
knowing the techniques and selecting the ones that
best fit the situation can foster better project decisions
and improve communication among multidisciplinary
teams (Chasanidou et al., 2015).

The first step when considering the use DT is to
decide on the toolbox, i.e., which techniques to ap-
ply (Carlgren et al., 2016). De Paula et al. (2020)
claim that it is important to do some work upfront: in-
vestigate the stakeholders’ profile, have an overview
of their needs, understand the nature of the problem,
etc and then use these data to support the selection
of which techniques to use to leverage innovation and
produce solutions according to the user’s expectations
(de Paula et al., 2020). Selecting such techniques
seems like a challenging and complex endeavor.

Computing offers mechanisms for supporting DT
techniques selection in software development. An ex-
ample of a mechanism that assists professionals to
select DT techniques is DTA4RE1, a tool that rec-

1sites.google.com/site/dta4re/pagina-inicial

ommends DT techniques to be used in software de-
velopment (Souza et al., 2020). These recommenda-
tions are based on a static set of pre-defined questions
(e.g., “Could you access users to validate your ideas?”
or “Could you form a group to discuss and generate
ideas?”) that map which techniques can be used. Al-
though DTA4RE consolidates and recommends tech-
niques, it does not use any dynamic or intelligent be-
havior to do so, e.g. the nature of the problem or the
user profile are not considered.

The Cynefin framework (Snowden and Boone,
2007), developed to support executives and leaders,
has been used in several areas to help people to see
things from new viewpoints, assimilate complex con-
cepts, and address real-world problems and oppor-
tunities; including software development (Jantunen
et al., 2019). The framework is organized into 3 uni-
verses: ordered, unordered, and disordered. Each uni-
verse is composed of different representations of the
relationship between cause and effect (ordered and
unordered), or no cause-effect representation (disor-
dered). The ordered and unordered universes have 2
domains: simple and complicated, and complex and
chaotic. In addition to the disordered universe, these
domains can be summarized as follows: i. simple, a
domain of best practices, where problems are well un-
derstood, and a solution requires minimal expertise;
ii. complicated, a domain of good practices, where
problems may be solved knowing the questions that
need to be answered and how to obtain the answers;
iii. complex, a domain of emergent solutions, where
there are unknown problems and the final solution is
only apparent discovered; iv. chaotic, a domain of
novel solutions where the immediate priority is con-
tainment, and; v. disorder, a domain (or universe) in
the center of the framework to represent that there is
no knowledge on the scenario and the priority one is
to move to a known domain.

3 RESEARCH METHOD

We conducted an exploratory focus group study (Mor-
gan and Morgan, 1997) aiming to identify which
techniques software engineers and designers work-
ing in software development would choose to solve
certain hypothetical scenarios defined based on the
Cynefin framework domains (Snowden and Boone,
2007), namely: simple, complicated, complex, and
chaotic. Since DT is not an inherently approach from
software development, we chose to explore the view-
points of software engineers and designers working
in software development. We had no preliminary as-
sumptions of whether the distinct professionals would
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have followed distinguished selection rationals.
This study was attended by professionals with

roles linked to software engineers such as Product
Owners, Analysts, Developers, Testers, Technology
Leaders, and Managers, and by professionals with
roles linked to design of solutions, such as Designer
themselves, Research Designers, UX/UI Designers,
and Facilitators, who had to be fully allocated to a
software team or contribute to one in order to par-
ticipate in the study. We selected people from our
network; mostly from the TECNOPUC (Technology
Park located at PUCRS University) or previously con-
nected to us through LinkedIn from previous studies
or former co-workers2. Table 1 presents the profile of
the 39 professionals, grouped by the sessions.

The sessions were organized by convenience, i.e.,
either to attend the participants’ availability or to
group them into a mixed and composite group of pro-
fessionals. Before the session, each participant was
invited to fill a questionnaire to indicate which DT
techniques they have previously used and were famil-
iar with. The list contained 24 techniques extracted
from Souza et al. (2020). We collected this data to
double-cross whether each participant has knowledge
and experience of cited techniques during the session
or whether they just complied with the discussion.

Each session was moderated by the first author,
who has about 12 years of experience in software in-
dustry and almost 5 with DT’s use in the role of a
requirements analyst in 3 local companies. Each ses-
sion lasted in average 1.5 hours and was comprised
of 2 parts: a brief introduction of the session dynamic
(10 minutes) to make the participants comfortable and
level up their expectations as well as to present the
Double Diamond DT model, and the focus group it-
self or the data collection activity (80 minutes).

The focus group itself reserved 20 minutes for the
discussion of each of the 4 hypothetical scenarios: 4
minutes to present the scenario and clarify questions,
up to 5 minutes for people to individually consider
which techniques to use, 10 minutes for discussion,
and 1 minute for the moderator to wrap-up. The over-
all, driven question upon each scenario’s presentation
was: How would you use DT to solve this scenario?
I.e., which techniques would you use and for what
purpose? Participants were asked to consider any DT
techniques they could think of. We intentionally did
not provide them with their responses from the previ-
ous questionnaire, but we let them free to consult the
list or any other material. Besides, we asked them to
position their selection within the 4 Double Diamond
DT model working spaces. To help them recall the
working spaces, we have the Double Diamond model

2Two of our co-authors work in the industry.

Table 1: Focus Group Participants: the size of the orga-
nization (Org Size)- e.g. SE for small enterprise, ME for
medium , LE for large and GLE for large global enterprise.

ID Role Org
Size

Yrs at
Org/DT

Previous Experience Session

P01 Facilitator SE 2/5 PO 1
P02 Facilitator SE 3/3 PO, Dev, Mgr 1
P03 Lead UX/UI Designer LE 13/4 PO, Dev, Designer,

Mgr
1

P04 Developer Manager GLE 8/1 PO, Dev, Mgr 1
P05 Manager LE 5/3 Not mentioned 1
P06 Research Designer LE /10 Designer 1
P07 Experience Designer SE 1/1 Not mentioned 1
P08 Experience Designer ME 11/8 Dev, Designer, Mgr 2
P09 Marketing Analyst SE 2/2 PO, Dev, Mgr 2
P10 Product Design Specialist ME 1/4 Designer 2
P11 Support Analyst GLE 5/2 Not mentioned 2
P12 UX Designer LE 3/3 PO, Designer 2
P13 Software Developer GLE 3/3 Dev 2
P14 Technology Director SE 14/5 PO, Designer, Mgr 3
P15 Service Designer ME 3/5 Designer 3
P16 Design Thinker SE 4/4 PO, Mgr 3
P17 Product Manager SE 1/3 Designer 3
P18 Technology Director LE 2/10 PO, Dev, Mgr 4
P19 Design Evangelist GLE 4/7 PO, Dev, Designer 4
P20 UX Research Analyst GLE 1/3 PO 4
P21 Product Designer LE 2/6 Designer 4
P22 Technology Leader GLE 8/5 PO, Designer 4
P23 Business Analyst LE 5/1 PO, Dev, Tester 4
P24 Product Designer LE 4/10 PO, Designer, Mgr 5
P25 UX Leader LE 3/3 Designer 5
P26 Innovation Director SE 1/4 Designer 5
P27 Design Thinker SE 2/2 PO, Mgr 5
P28 UX Consultant SE 4/6 Designer, Mgr, Tester 5
P29 Service Designer GLE 6/6 Designer 5
P30 UX Researcher LE 3/6 Designer 6
P31 Lead UX Researcher ME 1/2 PO, Designer, Mgr 6
P32 Innovation Facilitator LE 13/1 PO, Dev, Designer,

Mgr, Tester
6

P33 CEO ME 6/4 Designer, Mgr 6
P34 UX Designer LE 1/4 Designer 7
P35 Entrepreneur GLE 3/4 PO, Dev, Mgr 7
P36 Scrum Master LE 3/4 PO, Mgr, Tester 7
P37 Technology Consultant SE 10/2 Not mentioned 7
P38 Business Analyst LE 7/1 PO, Tester 7
P39 Entrepreneur SE 4/8 PO, Designer, Mgr 7

illustrated in a projected slide.
Before starting the focus group, we presented the

Cynefin framework and 4 scenarios (Pet-shop app,
Transit App, E-Commerce App, and Recruitment pro-
cess) for 2 professionals: a master student who has
7 years of experience in the industry and a Product
Owner with 17 years of experience. Then, individ-
ually, we asked them to categorize each scenario for
each Cynefin’s domain. As a result, both profession-
als categorized the scenarios as shown in Figure 1.

The scenarios were presented from the simple un-
til the chaotic domain, and they are defined as follows:
In scenario 1 – Pet-Shop, this simple scenario intro-
duced the wish to offer customers certain pet-shop
store security to their dogs, and it was presented to
the participants as follows: “We have received a client
who wants to launch an application, envisioning se-
curity for pet owners. The pet-shop has a daycare,
bathing, among others.”. Since in simple domain is
known and perceptible, predictable and reproducible,
we understand that by presenting a client who knows
the wished solution in a known type of business like
pet-shop is easy to know how to proceed.

In Scenario 2 – Transit app, this complicated sce-
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nario introduced an opportunity to find/discover a
new launch in a transit app, and it was presented to
the participants as follows: “In a competitive mar-
ket, we have to launch a new feature in our transit
app. 3 million users are using it. How do we pro-
ceed? We need to find a gap in the market.”. Since
in complicated scenarios the cause-effect is not per-
ceptible, predictable and reproducible, we understand
that by presenting a client who knows the wished so-
lution, we believe that this kind of scenario is suit-
able because this the of business recently gained at-
tention among people in many countries; however,
many trends are happening around it.

Scenario 3 – E-Commerce, this complex scenario
introduced an issue to solve about losing sales, and
it was presented to the participants as follows “We
have received a customer who is losing sales in his e-
commerce. How do we proceed?”. Since in complex
scenarios the cause-effect is an unknown problem in
an existing solution, we understand that by presenting
an issue to solve, we believe that they need to think
how to support the enterprise to react as soon as pos-
sible to avoid significant loss in their sales.

Scenario 4 – Recruitment process, this chaotic
scenario introduced an issue to solve about the re-
cruitment process, and it was presented to the par-
ticipants as follows “We want to improve the recruit-
ment process. How?”. Since in chaotic scenarios the
problems are inconsistent and imperceptible, we un-
derstand that by presenting recurring issue in many
companies, we believe that they need to think how to
structure what is happening in a complicated context
that they do not have context.

The disordered universe was not considered be-
cause if a problem reaches this universe, the profes-
sional needs to mitigate the uncertainties and changes
for another domain. All sessions were voice and
video recorded with previous consent from the par-
ticipants. We used the Content Analysis technique
(Krippendorff, 2018) to analyze all transcriptions.
First, we transcribed all sessions after coding all ques-
tions (e.g., question 1 of session 1, ..., and 7 were ana-
lyzed before the next question). Then, we categorized
all codes, grouping them by context.

4 RESULTS

The focus group aimed to identify which techniques
software engineers and designers working in software
development would choose to solve hypothetical sce-
narios, answering the following research question:
How do designers and software engineers select tech-
niques to support the use of Design Thinking in soft-

ware development?. In the following, we present how
the professionals chose the techniques for each sce-
nario, considering the Double Diamond:

Scenario 1. Pet-Shop, Simple: In this scenario where
a problem is known, perceptible, predictable, and re-
producible, software engineers and designers selected
the following DT techniques for each Double Dia-
mond’s working space: Discovery: the profession-
als mentioned interviews / questionnaires to collect
the perspectives – “making an interview with them
[clients] or a small questionnaire to understand why
the client wants more security (. . . )” (P12). Also, they
use “five whys” to comprehend the root of the needs
– “(. . . ) “Five why” is suitable to understand why
they want this solution, for example, Why do you want
this App? Why do you believe that they want it? and
other questions.” (P04) and benchmarking to analyze
the competitors and market trends – “You need to un-
derstand how the competitors solved this problem and
how their clients are accepting it.” (P29). Define: The
professionals cited persona to understand who has the
need – “To solve it [issue], we need to use personas
to understand their needs. In this scenario, we have
the shop owner as a persona, so we need to iden-
tify what he needs. Is it just earning money?” (P02).
Also, certainties, assumptions, and doubts (CSD) ma-
trix can be used to evaluate the need – “Validate if
people want this App, then validate if it is a customer
need, maybe the customer does not need it.” (P01).
Develop: They mentioned the co-creation to evalu-
ate and create the solution in a multidisciplinary team
– “What are their needs? Does the client want to im-
prove his customer relationship? Does the client want
to increase billing? I think I’ll try doing a workshop
with the people to check it.” (P33). Deliver: The pro-
fessionals highlighted prototype to validate their so-
lution – “Maybe you can use a prototype to validate
the idea with people.” (P06).

Scenario 2. Transit app, Complicated: In this sce-
nario, the cause-and-effect is not immediately appar-
ent to everyone. It also represents a trending topic
requiring the professionals to seek solutions different
from those already known in the market. For this sce-
nario, software engineers and designers selected the
following DT techniques for each Double Diamond’s
working space: Discovery: Feedback collection to
look for opportunities/issues – “Sometimes, the com-
petitive differential is to know what the competitors
are doing in a wrong way” (P31). Also, interviews
to explore more details in a deep way – “(. . . ) in-
dividual interviews with users, preferably the exter-
nal users. It is also important to consider delighted
people and people who are not satisfied with appli-
cation usage.” (P27). Define: Metric analysis to ex-
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Figure 1: Our Results.

tract and comprehend the data – “We can confirm it
using metric analysis, interpreting the data” (P31).
Also, Persona to evaluate the journey – “You need to
identify the persona to explore and work on his jour-
ney” (P07). Develop: User journey was mentioned to
identify opportunities – “Doing a journey for different
users, being possible to identify opportunities” (P30).
Delivery: A/B testing to understand the scenarios –
“A/B testing! Let us choose some customers, talk to
them and verify if the solutions are working. In this
case, we could have enough to validate it.” (P10).
Scenario 3. E-Commerce, Complex: In this scenario
that the cause-and-effect is an unknown, flux and an
unpredictable problem, requiring the professionals to
avoid the sale loss, software engineers and designers
selected the following DT techniques for each Double
Diamond’s working space: Delivery: This complex
scenario represents a new problem in e-commerce.
People also know this type of business because this
form of commerce became popular in the last years.
Also, there are tools to collect data and analyze cus-
tomer behaviors. The professionals need to iden-
tify how to avoid the sale loss and what is happen-
ing in this context, then they can determine how to
proceed with DT in this domain. The professionals
proposed the following techniques: Metric analysis is
used to understand the context – “You could use met-
rics to understand where the people are, their gen-
der, and their age. What is happening? It is impor-
tant to understand customers’ behavior six months
ago or a year ago, such as your sales? When did
your sales start to decrease? Which are the selling

sectors impacted?” (P02). Also, exploratory research
to obtain more insights – “You must combine met-
rics with exploratory research. This combination will
bring the insights more in the big picture” (P14) and
benchmarking to analyze the competitors and mar-
ket trends – “You must know what is happening in
the market.” (P02). Define: Co-creation workshop
to understand different perspectives – “It is impor-
tant to discover the context of sales losing. One
of the methods is a co-creation workshop to con-
nect people, talk, and try to understand their dif-
ferent perspectives about the product and contexts.”
(P28). Develop: User journey to explore the pro-
cess and heuristic evaluation to identify the causes of
falling sales – “I think it has a simple solution, doing
a heuristic analysis to understand it.” (P21). Also, a
heat map to identify the application’ flow – “Identify
where you are losing the sales, through a heat map.”
(P21). Delivery: A/B testing to evaluate hypothesis
– “What was the loss quantity? you can set up A/B
testing to identify why it is happening.” (P16).
Scenario 4. Recruitment process, Chaotic: In this
scenario that there is no clear cause-and-effect rela-
tionship with high turbulence, software engineers and
designers selected the following DT techniques con-
sidering each Double Diamond’s working space: Dis-
covery: It is important to understand the process, us-
ing interviews – “First, you need to interview them,
seeking to understand what happening is.” (P20).
Define: Design process to comprehend the contact
points among all stakeholders – “It is a design sit-
uation, you must draw all processes and to map all
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contact points among them” (P10). Develop: Journey
map to identify the pain points – “Once again, we
return to the question: What is the journey? What
is the current journey? What are the pains? Does
it make sense to keep the current journey or build a
new one? Where is the main pain?” (P30). Also,
a brainstorming to collect feedback – “Using brain-
storming, you can collect feedback to understand the
points of contact among all involved people.” (P12)
Delivery: Collect feedback to gather the perspectives
about the solution – “Focus on feedback collection.
There are many perspectives, such as who is hir-
ing, such as a manager, HR person, recruit, (. . . )”
(P12). There is also a disordered universe. We did not
present this kind of scenario because there are many
uncertainties about it.

5 DISCUSSION

Understanding professionals’ choices when select-
ing DT techniques for software development can
help obtain subsidies that support decision-making
in this challenging and complex endeavor. Thus, in
this study, different professionals were encouraged to
present the techniques they chose to solve 4 hypothet-
ical scenarios through a focus group.

When we presented the hypothetical scenarios, the
professionals asked the following topics during the
session’ discussion: problem context, domain iden-
tification, user’s needs comprehension, collected data
understanding, business type categorization, innova-
tion level, and competitive market aspects. Then, they
highlighted these details as a criterion in their deci-
sion process for selection DT techniques. Also, the
professionals emphasized that their decision making
must take into account the scenario details.

For the pet shop app, a simple scenario in which
a problem is known, perceptible, predictable, and re-
producible; the professionals asked for details to un-
derstand the wished software solution and its needs.
Given this, the professionals diverged and converged
following the Double Diamond model, almost always
selecting the same techniques, because the scenario
was known by the professionals.

They have chosen techniques in all the Double
Diamond working spaces because this kind of sce-
nario is easier than others. It is also a predicted
scenario, and the professionals distributed their tech-
niques throughout the co-creation process without at-
tempting in a specific working space. The co-creation
is a collaborative development of something. In a
simple domain, the professionals highlighted the need
to assess the facts, categorize them, and apply a set of

instruments, techniques, and methods to collect, eval-
uate, and validate the context and business.

For the transit app, a complicated scenario in
which the cause-and-effect is not immediately appar-
ent to everyone, the professionals highlighted the im-
portance of understanding the consumer, and the com-
petitors’ to find a market gap. They chose the heuris-
tic analysis to understand the journey. In addition,
the professionals mentioned metrics analysis and A/B
tests to evaluate and create hypotheses.

They have chosen more techniques in the problem
space because they felt the need to explore the current
context and new market trends to find a market gap,
analyzing customer behavior and data. They men-
tioned they would use more techniques to discover the
problem than work in the solution space. They did not
mention any techniques in discovery space, since the
problem understanding is the key to define any tech-
nique in solution space; they need to capture the real
needs. In the complicated domain, it is necessary ex-
pertise because emerging concepts are necessary to
explore the cause and effect, feeling the consumers,
exploring the market, and investigating various op-
tions. There is a possibility that this kind of domain
does not evolve; remaining undefined, perhaps it can
become an unordered domain.

For the e-commerce app, a complex scenario in
which the cause-and-effect is an unknown; all profes-
sionals asked many questions, because there is a high
uncertainty in this scenario. They highlighted that if
there were metrics, they could use these to analyze the
loss of sales. Also, the subjective factors analysis and
heat maps to understand what could be happening can
support their decisions. The professionals have cho-
sen more techniques in problem converging working
space because this kind of scenario is required to an-
alyze the journey to find users’ real problems. It is
important to extract the right answers in the complex
domain because the flow is unpredictable. A solution
can emerge and then this domain can become ordered.
It is essential to respect the default domain to set the
scenario and allow insights to emerge.

For the recruitment process, a chaotic scenario in
which there is no clear cause-and-effect relationship
with high turbulence; the professionals have known
this kind of problem, however, they mentioned many
uncertainties in the problem and its solution. The pro-
fessionals mentioned the importance of knowing how
the current process is through feedback collection and
interviews and a process view with its pain points to
think about the problems and its solution.

The professionals had many difficulties with prob-
lem and solution space because this kind of scenario
has a high level of uncertainty and requires to explore
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more the needs to find the problem. They mentioned
it was hard to indicate or select one technique to use in
this domain. However, the professionals need exper-
tise in the chaotic domain because they need to know
how to proceed with the DT to reduce uncertainties. It
is crucial to act quickly in the chaotic domain. Since
it is not always possible to determine cause and effect,
the search for the right answer could result in waste of
time. It is also important to have attention in emerge
hypothesis to evaluate the scenario in domain. They
mentioned that the solution is a consequence of the
problems, regardless of the techniques used.

The results also show that techniques’ selection is
related to rationale linked to the professional’s cer-
tainty level. Simple and complicated (pet shop and
transit app) domains are in an ordered universe. We
perceived Designers and Engineers were more certain
to select DT techniques. In these domains, it is pos-
sible to be more confident to make appropriate deci-
sions, apply experience based on previews cases, es-
tablish structures to process, and systematically mea-
sure the findings using clear objectives.

However, complex and chaotic (e-commerce and
recruitment process) domains are in an unordered uni-
verse, where there is no immediately apparent rela-
tionship between cause and effect. The profession-
als need more details to think in these domains. The
questions were about how to explore the scenarios,
through data, clear objectives, and context. Then,
the first strategy is to discover the problem in its
essence. These domains need more expertise to me-
diate DT because many opportunities for innovation
can emerge. This situation needs knowledge, preview
experiences, and an understanding composed by a di-
versity of opinions and insights.

Cynefin helped us to understand better how the
software industry professionals made their decisions
regarding the techniques’ selection for the different
domains. Also, the scenarios can move among the
domains, depending on the level of certain, repre-
sented by the blue arrow in Figure 1. We identified
that spaces could not determine the techniques used
through DT (discover, define, develop, and deliver).

In this study, we noticed that the techniques could
be applied in different working spaces (discover, de-
fine, develop, and deliver). It depends on the problem
context, domain identification, user’s needs compre-
hension, collected data understanding, business type
categorization, innovation level, and competitive mar-
ket aspects (based on presented hypothetical scenar-
ios). Thus, it is worth mentioning that other applica-
tions categorized in the Cynefin domains may require
the use of other techniques.

6 RELATED WORK

Studies discuss how to use DT in software develop-
ment; they focus on understanding an issue or phe-
nomenon. Our study conducted seven focus groups
to identify how Designers and Engineers are adopting
DT, understanding their decision making in selecting
DT techniques for solving hypothetical scenarios. We
have not found studies in this line.

However, other studies have discussed the use of
DT in software development and techniques and pur-
poses. Canedo et al. (2020) highlighted that DT
practice in requirement elicitation could deliver prod-
uct quality to the end-user since DT techniques could
prevent failure in understanding requirements. This
study presents how the professionals use the DT tools
and the techniques more used by them (Canedo et al.,
2020). Rauth et al. (2014) discussed how DT is used
in large organizations, they identified that DT can be
used to develop new ideas, a mindset, or a combina-
tion of mindset and methods (Rauth et al., 2014).

In line with these findings, we identified similar
perspectives in our study too. Prasad et al. (2018) de-
rived a framework from achieving customer satisfac-
tion through the adoption of DT in agile-base projects,
exploring how effectively the professionals use DT
practices with the agile process (Prasad et al., 2018).
In our study, we identified some characteristics men-
tioned by Prasad et al., like techniques used during
DT and the perceived value when a project is deliv-
ered. Also, Dobrigkeit et al. (2019) claim the profes-
sionals’ experience and how much they know about
DT may influence how they consider DT usage in a
software project (Dobrigkeit and de Paula, 2019).

7 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this paper, we aimed to explore how software
engineers and designers make the selection of DT
techniques for different software development scenar-
ios. We conducted seven focus group sessions, pre-
senting four scenarios based on the Cynefin frame-
work. Cynefin combined with the Double Diamond
DT model helped us to comprehend in a better way
how the professionals made their decisions for the
different domains. We noticed that depending on the
problem domain (e.g. simple and complex), the De-
signers and Engineers couldn’t determine techniques
by working spaces. The choice of techniques depends
on the problem context, user’s needs comprehension,
characteristics, challenges, collected data, business
type, innovation exploration, innovation level, feasi-
bility and market competitive aspects.
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Focus groups (Morgan and Morgan, 1997) has
typical limitations of qualitative studies, mainly in the
generalization of results (Singer et al., 2008). We
counted on the cooperation of thirty-nine profession-
als who used DT for software development, which in-
fluenced the final results’ generalization. Even if the
generalization is not possible, these data are valid and
complemented with other studies.

In our future work, through empirical studies in
real case projects, we intend to explore in depth
the strategies of professionals’ decision-making pro-
cess for selecting DT techniques. We aim to dis-
cover if the decisions are empirical, intuitive, rational,
or heuristic-based, and to propose a computational
mechanism capable of supporting these decisions.
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